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Issue Description Date Time Duration Description of Segment

Health 1/7/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' questions on life, family, marriage and children. "E-mail Monday"-
Dr Ray answers emails.

Health 1/28/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' questions on life, family, marriage and children. "E-mail Monday"-
Dr Ray answers emails.

Health 2/4/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family,
marriage and relationships.

Health 2/18/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family,
marriage and relationships.

Health 3/4/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family,
marriage and relationships.

Health 3/25/2019 12:00 CT 57 minutes
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers
listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family,
marriage and relationships.

Educational 1/7/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Educational 1/28/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Educational 2/4/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Educational 2/18/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Educational 3/4/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Educational 3/25/2019 13:00 CT 60 minutes
"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is
stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-
Catholics.

Women's Interests 1/7/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live
calls.



Women's Interests 1/28/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live
calls.

Women's Interests 2/4/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith.

Women's Interests 2/18/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith from a feminine
perspective.

Women's Interests 3/4/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith. Special guest today - Fr
Joseph Mary Wolfe discusses "The Spirituality of Mother Angelica".

Women's Interests 3/25/2019 10:00 CT 54 minutes
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering
current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and
inspires listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith from a feminine
perspective.

Public Interests 1/7/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevant guests. Today's guest -
Steve Ray shares the origins of the Epiphany. Mallory Quigley examines the
Democrats latest push to fund abortion.

Public Interests 1/28/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevant guests. Today's guest -
Mons. Charles Pope talks about excommunication and Governor Cuomo.

Public Interests 2/4/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevant guests. Today's guest -
Gaily Buckley shares the Bible verse of the week.

Public Interests 2/18/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevent guests. Today's guests -
Patrick Relly shares news on the canonization of John Henry Newman. Vicki
Herout discusses praying for our priests. Guest host - Sherry Brownrigg.

Public Interests 3/4/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevent guests. Today's guest - Fr
Mark Toups' new Advent Calendar. Rachel Busick, Americans United for Life
discusses the CDC's new abortion numbers.

Public Interests 3/25/2019 8:00 CT 58 minutes
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa
discusses news and current events with relevent guests. Today's guests
include - Phil Lawler - Protection of Minors in the Church meeting. Alexandra
McPhee, from Family Research Council, on unconstitutional religious tests.


